INDIVIDUAL STANDINGS*
Scores are calculated based on the following document.  
Scholastic Chess Grand Prix Rules
These are preliminary final results posted July 8th, 2020
Please contact Richard Pointer via email to report discrepancies. Contact information below.  
Final results will stand on July 15th, 2020 at the close of business. 
Prizes will be awarded according to those results.

K12 OPEN GP

ALEKSANDRE SAKHELASHVILI - 83 GP Points - First Place 
VINEETHREDDY THATIPARTHI - 82 GP Points - Second Place 
IOVANE SAKHELASHVILI - 70 GP Points - Third/Fourth Place 
JENNA SONG - 70 GP Points - Third/Fourth Place 
SANTOSH SAHOO - 68 Points - Fifth Place 
SUJAY SURESHKUMAR - 67.5 Points - Sixth Place 
AMOGH RAIKHANGHAR - 66.5 Points - Seventh Place 
CJ ELAM - 66 Points - Eighth/Ninth Place 
ANUJ U KETKAR - 66 Points - Eighth/Ninth Place 
DAVID CHAKVETADZE - 65 Points - Tenth Place

K6 OPEN GP

FELIX HAN - 74.5 GP Points - First Place 
VIDYUTH KAMESH - 73 GP Points - Second Place 
ISAAC UPCHURCH - 70 GP Points - Third Place 
CONSTANTINE SAKHELASHVILI - 69.5 GP Points - Fourth/Fifth Place 
LUCAS ZHOU - 69.5 GP Points - Fourth/Fifth Place 
SHREE NIDHI SIKKAL KUMAR - 68.5 GP Points - Sixth Place 
ILIA SAKHELASHVILI - 68 GP Points - Seventh Place 
SEAN GAO - 67 GP Points - Eighth Place 
AMY GORISLAVSKY - 66.5 GP Points - Ninth Place 
SHREYAS KOTA - 66 GP Points - Tenth Place

K3 OPEN GP

ROHAN R TALAKANTI - 72 GP Points - First Place 
SUMAN SAHOO - 70 GP Points - Second Place 
TEJAS R KOTA - 66.5 GP Points - Third/Fourth Place 
JONATHAN KWONG - 66.5 GP Points - Third/Fourth Place 
KESHAV PALLAVUR - 65.5 GP Points - Fifth Place 
VEDANT MAITI - 58.5 GP Points - Sixth Place 
JAKOB KEKHAEV - 56.5 GP Points - Seventh Place 
MASON ECKERT - 55.5 GP Points - Eighth Place 
KETAN ANAND - 52 GP Points - Ninth Place 
SOPHIA SCHMITTGENS - 47.5 GP Points - Tenth Place